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Environmental Damages Fund for Conservation and Restoration Projects

On 17 March 2022, Steven Guilbeault the Minister of Environment and Climate Change announced Environmental 
Damages Fund (EDF) application is being accepted until April 20, 2022. The EDF was established to direct funds received 
as a result of fines, court orders, and voluntary payments to priority projects that will benefit Canada’s natural environment. 
More than $8.3 million is available to help eligible recipients across the country carry out projects that improve Canada’s 
natural environment. To be eligible for funding, projects must have measurable outcomes that clearly align with one of four 
project categories: restoration, environmental quality improvement, research and development, or education and awareness. 

Non-governmental organizations; universities and academic institutions; Indigenous organizations; and provincial, territorial, 
and municipal governments can apply for funding.

FED E R AL

Engagement on Canada’s Blue Economy Strategy

Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) released their “What We Heard Report” (The Report) on 11th of March 2022. The 
Report is a summary of engagement efforts in developing the Government of Canada’s (GovCAN) Blue Economy Strategy to 
harness the economic potential of Canada’s oceans. From February to June 2022, DFO hosted 40 roundtable discussions 
with over 1,600 participants. This engagement period involved provincial governments, industry stakeholders, First Nations, 
academics, non governmental organizations, and public participants in identifying opportunities and concerns to shape the 
development of the Blue Economy Strategy. The report addressed areas including: The natural environment, Science and 
data, Innovation, Business environment, Financing, Market access, and Regulatory Environment

Following the engagement process, the GovCAN and DFO will continue to work in developing a formal Blue Economy 
Strategy, which will be released in the future. The full press release can be read here. 

v
Feedback on Sustainable Development Strategy Draft

On 11 March 2022, the Government of Canada 
(GOC) released the 2022-2026 Federal Sustainable 
Development Strategy (FSDS) for public feedback. 
The FSDS outlines sustainable development 
strategies from an environmental perspective that are 
working towards progressing the global Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) set out by the United 
Nations in 2015. 

The FSDS comprises of strategies established by 99 
federal organizations that sets out to promote a clean 
environment and better manage climate change and 
biodiversity loss. Before they are tabled in Parliament, 
new strategies developed under the Federal 
Sustainable Development Act have a public consultation 
period of 120 days. Public feedback on the draft 
2022-2026 FSDS can be submitted from 11 March to 
9 July 2022 through multiple portals available on the 
GOC’s website. 
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FEDE RAL

Two Billion Trees Initiative for International Day of Forests

The Minister of Natural Resources has announced the involvement of the Indigenous Seed Collection Program to aid 
Canada in it’s 2 Billion Trees program. The program is intended to plant over 2 billion trees in targeted areas around Canada 
over the next 10 years. Already, $3.2 billion has been committed for investment in tree planting initiatives by provinces, 
territories, third-party organizations (for and not-for profit) and Indigenous organizations. 

The collection program is based out of the National Tree Seed Centre, located at the Atlantic Forestry Centre in 
Fredericton, New Brunswick. It is Canada’s national centre of expertise on the collection and conservation of tree seeds. 
The Indigenous Seed Collection Program will support Indigenous leadership to help ensure that the right tree is planted in 
the right place and will inform efforts to preserve biodiversity and protect forest resources for generations to come.

“Indigenous Peoples have long been stewards and managers of the land and waters and leaders in conservation in Canada. 
Supporting Indigenous communities to ensure the collection of seeds from important tree species is vital to the health and 
conservation of boreal ecosystems. Healthy, growing and sustainably managed forests are key to fighting climate change 
and to contributing to the prosperity, health, and well-being of all Canadians.” - The Honourable Steven Guilbeault, Minister 
of Environment and Climate Change

Contaminated Sediment Remediation Project at Randle Reef

In a model of collaboration between partners in the Federal, Ontario Provincial and Municipal government it was announced 
the successful completion of Stage 2 of the Randle Reef Remediation Project. A reef located in the southwest corner of 
Hamilton Harbour that covers approximately 60 hectares has now undergone a significant step in removing toxic substances 
and restoring water quality and ecosystem health caused by a legacy of intense industrial and urban development around 
tis shores dating back to the 1800’s. Over 165,000 cubic meters of contaminated sediment was primarily dredged into an 
Engineered Containment Facility (ECF) and capped in place. 

The Great Lakes are essential to the health and well-being of Canadians, ecosystem and economy and it is estimated its 
clean up could generate an estimated $167 million in economic benefits for the local community through jobs, business 
development and generating tourism. 
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ALBERTA

On 28 March 2022, Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) released a bulletin announcing a new edition of Directive 055: Storage 
Requirements for the Upstream Petroleum Industry and Directive 058: Oilfield Waste Management Requirements for the 
Upstream Petroleum Industry. These directives were updated to incorporate the storage of large volumes of water such as 
produced water, water-based flow back, and oilfield landfill leachate in storage devices for reuse in hydraulic fracturing.

In addition, the directives were revised to improve clarity and remove redundant and outdated requirements. Directive 055 
now includes technical requirements for engineered containment ponds and bladders with structural frames and expanded 
requirements for aboveground synthetically lined walled storage systems. Directive 058 now includes storage of water for 
reuse in hydraulic fracturing as a waste storage activity.

Section 8.030(2) of the Oil and Gas Conservation Rules (OGCR) was also changed to make it clear that any storage device 
or system must follow the requirements in Directive 055.

Several ancillary documents were also consolidated into the directives, including addendums, interim directives, 
informational letters, and reports. Consequently, the following documents have been withdrawn:

•  Previous editions of Directive 055, Directive 058, and their appendixes 

•  Interim Directive (ID) 99-04: Deposition of Oilfield Waste into Landfills 

•  ID 2000-04: An Update to the Requirements for the Appropriate Management of Oilfield Wastes 

•  Informational Letter (IL) 98-01: A Memorandum of Understanding Between Alberta Environmental Protection and 
the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board Regarding Coordination of Release Notification Requirements and Subsequent 
Regulatory Response

•  IL 98-02: Suspension, Abandonment, Decontamination, and Surface Land Reclamation of Upstream Oil and Gas Facilities

New Editions of Directives 055 and 058 and Rescinded Documents
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ALBERTA

On 17 March 2022, Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) released a new edition of Directive 017: Measurement Requirements 
for Oil and Gas Operations. In section 12.3.9, the requirements for well testing in thermal in situ oil sands operations were 
modified. A program for testing each operating production well must be implemented and described in the project’s 
measurement, accounting, and reporting plan. The requirement to have one valid testing hour for every 40 hours of 
operation was removed. 

The measurement, accounting, and reporting plan is described and required by Directive 042: Measurement, Accounting, and 
Reporting Plan (MARP) Requirements for Thermal Bitumen Schemes. 

•  Existing MARPs should be updated immediately and must be available for review when requested by the AER. 

•  Applications for new MARPs must meet these new Directive 017 requirements.

Change enables the collection of more-representative well-level production data and provides operators additional flexibility 
in how well testing programs conduct.

New Edition Directive 017: Measurement Requirements for Oil and Gas Operations

On 28 March 2022 Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) released a new edition of Directive 050: Drilling Waste Management. The 
changes clarify the requirements, improve regulatory application efficiency, and enable operators to reduce land disturbance 
from drilling waste management practices. These changes were reflected in the draft directive released on November 19, 
2021, on which public feedback was accepted until January 7, 2022. The following are some of the sections that have been 
changed or clarified to reflect current regulatory and operational requirements.

•  Section 3.1: Soil Endpoint Requirements

•  Section 6.2: Sump Construction Requirements

•  Section 6.5: Earthen-bermed Storage System Requirements

•  Section 6.6: Reuse of a Storage System Requirements

•  Section 15.3: Application Information Requirements

New Edition Directive 050: Drilling Waste Management
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ALBERTA

Beginning 4 April 2022, the Aboriginal Consultation Office (ACO) will be transitioning from the Electronic Disposition 
System (EDS) to a new online platform for all First Nation Consultation (FNC) submission, including files regulated under 
Alberta Energy Regulator (AER). Currently, the ACO provides services for pre-consultation assessment advice and direction, 
determining if consultation is required, providing advice and direction during a consultation process and consultation record 
evaluations. These services will now be moved to their new Digital Service platform. Prior to the official release of the 
Digital Service, proponents, First Nations and Metis, and ACO staff are encouraged to request an account to familiarize 
themselves with the new platform and get an overview of the of new updates and new features are they are made available. 

Aboriginal Consultation Office Digital Service

Effective 4 April, 2022, Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) will transition its Temporary Diversion Licence (TDL) 
application process from Water Act Temporary Diversion Licence Electronic Review System (WATERS) to the new Digital 
Regulatory Assurance System (DRAS). DRAS will be used to manage the entire life cycle of a project from application 
to authorization, monitoring and compliance reporting, to remediation and closure a full life cycle regulatory system that 
aligns with AEP’s efforts to transform the regulatory process. All TDL applications and amendment requests must now be 
submitted via DRAS. 

DRAS is being rolled out in stages throughout 2021 to 2023 and will eventually move all applications online, supporting all 
authorization types managed by AEP under the Water Act, Public Lands Act, and Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
Act.

Changes to Temporary Diversion Licences 

The next round of Request for Full Project Proposal (RFPP) for carbon sequestration rights will open on 25 April 2022 and 
last until 2 May 2022. This RFPP will be applicable for all areas in Alberta outside of the industrial heartland region near 
Edmonton, AB. 

Previously, on 12 May 2021, the Government of Alberta (GovAB) released Information Letter 2021-19, outlining a 
competitive process to grant carbon sequestration rights for the development of carbon storage hubs. Due to a large 
volume of interest, the GovAB held multiple rounds of RFPP, separated by area. The first RFPP for the industrial heartland 
region was held between 2 December 2021 and 1 February 2022 and has since closed.

Proponents intending to submit a project proposal are encouraged to follow the GovAB’s Request for Full Project Proposal 
Guidelines to ensure all requirements are captured.

Carbon Sequestration Tenure Management
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ALBERTA

On March 4, 2022, the Government of Alberta released a report from a coal policy committee it formed in early 2021 to 
gather feedback on future policy as it relates to coal development in Alberta. In response to the report, the Government of 
Alberta, through Ministerial Order 002/2022, has directed the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) to continue its suspension 
of all approvals, and to not accept any new applications, for coal exploration activities on Category 2 lands. The coal land 
classification map shows these categories. This suspension is consistent with previous direction that was provided to the 
AER last year and will remain in place until written notice is given by the minister of Energy or the Minister of Environment 
and Parks. 

The order further directs us to suspend approvals, and to not accept new applications, for coal exploration and development 
on Category 3 and 4 lands, except those that are related to an advanced coal project or an active approval for a coal mine. 

Under the 1976 Coal Development Policy for Alberta, currently in effect, provincial lands are classified into four numbered 
categories with respect to coal exploration and development. Under the policy, no coal exploration or development activities 
are permitted on Category 1 lands.

New Direction for Coal Activity in the Alberta’s Rocky Mountains
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At the end of 2021, 65 % of the orphan wells the BC Oil & Gas Commission are responsible for, have been decommissioned 
and 18% have been reclaimed. In addition to the planned $30 million collected from levies on oil and gas operators to 
restore orphan sites, B.C. received $15 million from the federal government’s COVID-19 stimulus package to help accelerate 
orphan site restoration. The total $45 million for all programs went towards completing work on 515 sites. 

Abandoned/decommissioned means the well has been permanently plugged downhole with cement and the well head cut 
and capped, making it safe for the public and environment. Remediation activities may include the removal and transport 
of contaminated soil to a licensed facility for disposal and/or treatment, to ensure environmental protection. Reclamation is 
the final phase of site restoration, where a site’s soils are recontoured and planted to meet appropriate land use productivity 
standards.

“With the one-time federal funding, we were able to accelerate the progress we’ve been making on cleaning up orphan 
sites,” says Trevor Swan, the Commission’s Chief Operating Officer. “We also incorporated feedback from those directly 
affected by orphan wells, Indigenous communities and local stakeholders, by creating an online web portal to nominate sites 
for funding.”

Permittee Capability Assessment Implementation
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The CleanBC Program for Industry is expanding to build greater collaboration between industry and B.C.’s clean tech sector. 
The CleanBC Industry Fund is now open to applications for projects that will match carbon tax revenue with industry 
investments to generate new economic opportunities to reduce pollution. The new round of the fund includes three project 
streams:

•  The Emissions Performance stream supports projects that reduce emissions using commercially available technologies.

•  The Innovation Accelerator stream supports projects that use clean technologies to demonstrate innovative solutions for 
industry emissions.

•  The Project Feasibility Studies stream, opening April 1, 2022, supports preliminary studies that aim to remove barriers, 
mitigate risks, and determine the viability of potential emissions reduction projects.

This is the fourth offering of the Emissions Performance stream. In total, the previous three rounds of CleanBC Industry 
Fund projects are expected to reduce approximately six million tonnes of CO2 emissions over the next decade, the same 
emissions impact as removing 130,000 cars from the road each year over the same period. The province has committed 
$171 million for the CleanBC Program for Industry in the 2022-23 fiscal year. Budget 2022 provides an additional $111 
million in 2024-25 to enhance the CleanBC Industry Fund to support the further decarbonization of industry.

The fund is an important part of the CleanBC Roadmap to 2030, which is the province’s plan to expand and accelerate 
climate action by building on B.C.’s natural advantages: abundant, clean electricity; innovative technology; and a highly 
skilled workforce. CleanBC Industry Fund projects are chosen based on a competitive process and an evaluation of detailed 
project plans, business cases and the potential to cost-effectively reduce emissions.

Reduce Industry Emissions through Co-investment
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Canadian and U.S. cyber security experts have advised critical infrastructure 
operators to act with extreme vigilance as the threat of malicious actions 
targeting the energy sector is presently at a heightened level.

The BC Oil and Gas Commission (Commission) recommends oil and gas 
operators take the following actions:

•  Improve awareness of emerging threats. This may include subscribing to 
alerts and bulletins issued by the Canadian Centre for Cyber Security (Cyber 
Centre). 

•  Review the most recent alerts for network devices and software on the 
U.S. Cyber Security and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) 

•  Participate in training and discussion sessions offered by Natural 
Resources Canada and the Canadian Centre for Cyber Security (Cyber 
Centre) 

The Commission has been engaging with industry regarding proposed 
regulatory requirements relating to security management and those 
discussions will continue. The Commission will also be conducting a brief 
survey of permit holders on cyber risk and what additional supporting 
resources and guidance may be useful in protecting oil and gas operations 
from targeted or random cyber crime.

Action to Enhance Risk Awareness to Critical Infrastructure
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The development of Alberta’s resources on Crown lands is 
subject to the duty to consult with Indigenous communities 
and accommodate their constitutionally protected treaty 
rights and traditional uses where appropriate. 

Consultation is a process intended to understand and 
address potential adverse impacts of Crown decisions on 
Indigenous lands. While the Crown is ultimately responsible 
for all consultation based on the classification and level 
of activity the crown often delegates this undertaking to 
proponents In Alberta. 

Alberta’s comprehensive consultation policies and 
guidelines have undergone revisions to addressing its desire 
to ensure that economic benefit is also realised by impacted 
Indigenous communities while not impeding the regulatory 
process. The consultation process is entirely coordinated 
from the Aboriginal Consultation office and hence instructs 
the Alberta Energy Regulatory on a proponent’s adequacy. 
Integrated Sustainability is well versed in the consultation 
process, formulated relationships with the agency and 
readily available to guide you through your project 
Indigenous consultation needs. 

For more information, please contact Jamie Peters, 
Regulatory Manager at (403) 200 7905 or jamie.peters@
integratedsustainability.ca. Thank-you.

Indigenous Consultation

D ID  YOU  KNOW

Integrated Sustainability acknowledges that our Calgary head office resides on Treaty 7 territory, the 
traditional territories of the Blackfoot Nations, including Siksika Piikani, and Kainai, the Tsuut’ina, Nation 
and Stoney Nakoda First Nations. We acknowledge all the many First Nations, Métis, and Inuit whose 

footsteps have marked these lands for centuries.

We also acknowledge that our Vancouver office is on the unceded territories of the Coast Salish Peoples, 
including territories of Musqueam (Muss-quee-um), Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh (tSlay-wah-tooth) 

Nations.  We thank them for having been the stewards for these lands and waters since time out of mind.
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